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pixstor Search is an easy yet 
powerful tool to bring users and 

their applications closer to the 
data they need, with no impact 

on performance to end users and 
decreasing time to locate files.

For users, administrators and 
organizations to locate and access 

the right data at the right time 
can decrease efficiency, reduce 
productivity and increase costs

Improve your workflow 
efficiency with the power 
of pixstor search

Key Benefits

• pixstor search is used by 100s of 
studios and productions world- 
wide

• pixstor search comes with the 
award winning pixstor solution, 
no third- party software licenses 
required

• Through a single interface, 
Search provides visibility of data 
both inside and outsise of the 
filesystem

• Search promotes taking ‘action’ 
on the data; either through the 
Desktop Connector, or its flexible 
plugin system

• With deep metadata inspection, 
Search delivers insight into the 
data within existing files

100%

100% performance

guaranteed at 99% capacity

Visibility of your content and data in 
a simple way

Working in conjunction with our 
award-winning software ngenea, 
pixstor Search can discover and 
catalog files quickly and efficiently, still 
providing visibility of files that have 
been moved to AWS S3, GCP GCS, 
Azure Blob and many more. As part of 
a global pixstor solution, pixstor Search 
provides a true window into the global 
storage namespace.

pixstor Search has been designed to 
handle petabytes of data, billions of 
files along with the metadata within 
them, with an intuitive interface that 

exposes your data to allow meaningful 
searches across the entire global 
namespace.

Data insights to inform decision 
making

pixstor Search is tightly integrated with 
our analytics system, enabling users 
to very quickly can insight not just into 
individual files, but project folder sizes, 
locations and the age of data within 
them. Using a convenient menu, the 
analytics pane can be accessed from 
the pixstor Search interface.

Cloud Backup, DR 
& Archive with full 

lifecycle 
management

Discover and gain 
deeper insight into 

your content

Discover and gain 
deeper insight into 

your capacity



About pixitmedia
pixitmedia delivers seamless collaboration to enable the power of ideas.

Our purpose-built, software-defined storage and data solutions simplify the flow of data to connect an increasingly complex world.

Our aim is to deliver beyond expectations throughout all areas of our operation. We devise solutions that give customers both choice and freedom, our 
restless innovation constantly pushes boundaries and the unrivalled care and knowledge of our team ensure optimum performance and value. Customer 
success is at the heart of our business.

We have a dedicated in-house lab facility to guarantee the effectiveness of our solutions.

pixitmedia is privately-owned and headquartered in the UK, with offices in the USA and Germany.

UK Sales: +44 (0) 345 052 3721

US Sales: +1 (424) 537-4948

e: info@pixitmedia.com

w: pixitmedia.com
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Automate your workflows driven by business needs

Users can easily gain access to their files using the pixstor Search Desktop Connector. Compatible with Mac, Windows and Linux, the 
Desktop Connector enables the files to be accessed using the user’s file browser accessing the original source files and not a proxy.

The pixstor Search interface has a number of additional plugins, whether enabling users to migrate files to-and-from cloud using the 
ngenea plugin, identifying duplicate files, or integrating with third party software to generate packages for delivery.

Users can extend pixstor Search via rich APIs and outstanding technical documentation, enabling custom functionality both on file-
discovery, or when interacting with data via the web GUI.

Harness Machine Learning

Augmenting pixstor Search with 
Machine Learning & AI tools such 
as Veritone’s Machine Box, allows 
users to generate and interrogate 
assets contextually & perform fast, 
easy content searches, reducing 
production time & costs. It creates a 
supercharged ‘AI’ searchable asset 
library and provides automatic analysis 
and monetization of millions of visual 
assets.

Secure

pixstor Search has a full role-based and 
access-credentials system, ensuring 
that data within your organisation is 
only presented to users in accordance 
with the appropriate permissions. File 
actions and plugin permissions are also 
configurable.

REST API

Extract and export deep metadata into 
Media Asset Management systems, 
3rd party workflows and applications 
through a simple, intuitive API; external 
applications or automations can query 

pixstor Search using the REST API to 
provide rapid access to view, edit or 
update per-file metadata information.

Immediate & scheduled Ingest

pixstor Search provides the mechanism 
to scan smaller files immediately or to 
process larger files asynchronously 
via deferred scheduling or dispatch to 
3rd party systems (e.g. Transcoders or 
Media Asset Management systems).


